Haptic feedback has been widely studied for in-car interactions. However, most of this research has used vibrotactile cues. This paper presents two studies that examine novel thermal feedback for navigation during simulated driving for a lane change task. In the first, we compare the distraction and time differences of audio and thermal feedback. The results show that the presentation of thermal stimuli does not increase lane deviation, but the time needed to complete a lane change increased by 1.82 seconds. In the second study, the influence of variable changes of thermal stimuli on the lane change task performance was tested. We found that the same stimulus design for warm and cold temperatures does not always elicit the same results. Furthermore, variable alterations can have different effects on specified tasks. This suggests that the design of thermal stimuli is highly dependent on what task result should be maximized.
INTRODUCTION
Visual feedback from dashboards and infotainment systems is commonly used to inform the driver about the state of the car. However, such feedback competes for the driver's visual attention and can increase the likelihood of accidents due to distraction [9] . Therefore, it is important to explore alternative ways to reduce visual distraction and allow the driver to focus on looking at the road ahead. While audio feedback can be masked by in-car media, such as listening to music, haptic feedback can be used unobtrusively and be directed to the driver alone. Many experiments have investigated the integration of haptic feedback into the car, mostly focusing on vibrotactile interaction. Tactile feedback was rated as mentally less demanding than the visual modality when presenting navigational cues with vibration motors in the seat [18] . The combination of tactile with other modalities has further been shown to decrease both reaction time [18, 16, 7, 14] and lane deviation [8] . This shows that the driver can react faster to input presented by the car with tactile feedback than visual alone and is less distracted from the driving task.
However, there are other aspects to cutaneous haptics than just vibration which could potentially be used to convey information. Research into thermal feedback has shown that the direction of change (hot or cold) can be distinguished with 94% accuracy and the subjective intensity with 73.1% accuracy, when presented on mobile phones [21] . This suggests that thermal feedback could be an effective way of conveying information to drivers. Additionally, thermal feedback can be unobtrusive [10] . This is a beneficial feature for feedback in a car, where sudden prompts can be distracting and therefore dangerous. Furthermore, thermal cues can elicit affective responses in different contexts [12, 15, 22] , presenting interesting and novel possibilities for in-vehicle interaction.
We conducted two driving simulator studies to investigate the effect of thermal interaction on drivers. Both utilized a lane change task and while the first was conducted to gain insight into drivers' reactions to this new feedback modality and compare these to audio feedback, the second investigated the influence of variable temperature changes on the lane change task.
Contributions
• We investigated driver reactions to the presentation of thermal feedback while driving;
• We found a 1.82 s increase in time needed to complete a lane change in the thermal condition (with a temperature change time of 2s) compared to audio but no difference in lane deviation performance;
• We examined the influence of variable changes of the thermal stimuli on the lane change task.
With these results as a baseline, more detailed and varied investigations into thermal in-car feedback can be conducted.
RELATED WORK
Research into haptic feedback in vehicles usually focuses on the use of vibration, both in varying locations and for different purposes. Vibration is often used as feedback type because it is easy to implement. Its characteristics have been investigated for general use outside the car [4, 2] and for a wide range of uses, such as warning representation [6] and instructions [13] . It has been examined in most detail for mobile devices [1, 5, 3] . In the car, haptic feedback is mostly used either to warn the driver or to give navigational instructions.
Kern et al. [8] investigated the benefits of vibration on the steering wheel in addition to auditory or visual cues when presenting navigational information in two experiments utilizing a lane change task. Their first experiment showed that many participants had problems to determine where exactly the vibration originated. They also could not easily interpret the instructions when presented without audio. Driving performance was worse and the participants stated that they preferred the audio-only or audio and tactile combination. As a result, they refined their apparatus and conducted a second experiment to test if adding vibrotactile to multimodal audio and visual cues would enhance performance. They found that the multimodal conditions including vibration resulted in better driving performance and the visual and tactile combination was preferred by the participants. This indicates that haptic feedback can enhance both the driving performance as well as the driving experience, especially when used in a multimodal setting. These findings were affirmed by Politis et al. [14] .
Utilizing haptic shear feedback (moving the skin of the user) Medeiros-Ward et al. [11] presented a steering wheel with two tactors that moved the skin in the direction of the desired lane change, and then back after a short pause. The tactors were small and could be touched by a fingertip. The haptic feedback was tested against audio navigation. Even though the results for the single task modality were almost equivalent, there was a significant difference when a phone conversation was added as a secondary task. This led to a loss in navigation accuracy for the auditory but not the haptic modality. This indicates a robustness of tactile feedback in the presence of auditory distractions. These are common in the car, for example with phone calls, music and conversations with passengers, and means haptics might be a valid alternative feedback type to existing audio-based secondary tasks.
Van Erp and van Veen [18] built vibrators into a car seat and presented navigational cues through vibration on the specific side under the thigh. They used different patterns to indicate the distance to the turning point. They found a significant reduction in reaction times when combining vibration with visual presentation of navigation information, while the difference for visual-only to tactile-only was not significant. Mental workload was noticeably increased in the visual condition compared to both the tactile and multimodal cues. They tested participants under different workload conditions and testing the peripheral detection time by presenting randomly timed visual stimuli on the left visual periphery. Results showed a 10% increase in the peripheral detection time for the visual only navigation in the higher workload condition, while there were no significant differences for the tactile and multimodal feedback. The results showed that vibration could be especially beneficial for time sensitive warnings in a car.
These papers demonstrate the potential of tactile feedback for conveying information to drivers whilst minimising visual distraction. Combining tactile with other types of feedback was especially effective. We extend this work by investigating the use of thermal feedback in cars. This could provide an additional tactile channel for conveying information to drivers.
Thermal Interaction
To date thermal interaction has not been investigated in the incar environment. However, many cars do already use thermal hardware in the form of heated seats and steering wheels making it familiar to drivers. With the goal to determine whether different people interpret thermal feedback in the same way in different contexts, Wilson et al. [22] prepared four scenarios and asked naive participants to attribute meanings to the thermal feedback presented. The tasks varied from using temperature to rate restaurants or bars, deciding whether an office was in use and how busy the occupant was, to determining when social media was last accessed. The participants consistently used warm stimuli to rate more positive experiences, physical presence, busyness and recent activity, with cooler stimuli less positive or less active. If this was the same in the car, then haptic feedback could potentially be used without extensive training.
Temperature has been used to provide navigation information.
In an initial study Wettach et al. [19] used a mobile thermal device to help pedestrians walk towards their target by warming when they walked directly towards the end point, presenting five different temperatures. The participants could find their way to the destination, but criticized the lack of distance information. A similar approach was used by Tewell et al. [17] to assist navigation through a 2D maze. They presented constant feedback, warm if the participant was on the best path through the maze, which then cooled slowly when they left it. Compared to the control condition, in which no additional support was given, the number of moves decreased significantly with the thermal cues, but the speed through the maze was slower when presented with thermal feedback.
Combining ideas for in-car haptic interaction with the findings from thermal feedback research leads to a number of interesting questions. How can the most common types of feedback for drivers, like navigation cues and warnings, be presented with thermal feedback? Is thermal interaction distracting while driving? Is its use effective for navigation?
We conducted two exploratory experiments to begin answering these questions. The first investigated the implications of thermal feedback on the driving performance and the second explored the design space of thermal stimuli with a single device for in-car use.
APPARATUS
The same set-up was used in both experiments. It took place in a university room, in which the participants were seated in front of a 23.6-inch HannsG HL249 monitor. The driving simulation was implemented with OpenDS 3.5 1 and the scene depicted a five-lane motorway. The car maintained a constant speed of 100 km/h throughout all parts of the experiment. The study was operated from a DELL XPS 15 9550 laptop using Windows 10 with a Logitech G920 Driving Force steering wheel attached to it. Audio was presented through Sennheiser HD 25-1 II Basic Edition headphones, which were worn throughout the driving parts of the experiment. The 2x2cm Peltier element with an attached heat sink (see Figure 1 (left)) was designed and built by SAMH Engineering and was controlled via Bluetooth. The thermal stimuli were always presented on the right hand, while the participants drove with their left one. In the audio condition the participants were asked to place their right hand on the table. The complete set-up can be seen in Figure 1 (right). Both experiments were approved by the Ethics Committee of our institution.
EXPERIMENT 1
This first experiment was conducted to collect basic data about thermal interaction while driving. We were particularly interested in investigating the participants' performance of the driving task itself and their preference when compared to auditory feedback, as the most widely used non-visual feedback type in cars. The transmitted information communicated the direction of lane change.
In accordance with the results of the first study described by Kern et al. [8] and due to the fact that thermal feedback may be new to the participants, we expected the distraction level to be higher and the driving performance thus to be lower than in the audio condition. On the other hand, the smooth and continuous change of temperature compared to the sudden and loud presentation of audio instructions should make the experience more pleasant and less disruptive for participants. Furthermore, as the detection time of thermal feedback is longer than for audio, a faster lane change in the auditory modality was expected. With children's games like "Hot or Cold" in mind, we expected more participants to choose to turn towards the direction of the warmed side of a steering wheel rather than towards the direction of the cooled one. Therefore, the hypotheses for this study were:
Hypothesis 1: Thermal feedback will be more distracting than auditory;
Hypothesis 2: Thermal feedback will be rated as less disruptive and more pleasant than the audio feedback;
Hypothesis 3: The time taken to complete a lane change will be longer in the thermal condition;
Hypothesis 4: More participants will choose to turn towards the direction of the warm side of a thermal steering wheel.
Design
The experiment used a within-subjects design with the two conditions: auditory and thermal feedback. The direction of desired lane change was indicated by the direction of temperature in the thermal condition. The neutral temperature was set to 30 • C and heated to 36 • C when the participants should change one lane to the right, while it was cooled to 24 • C for a change to the left. The temperature change occurred at a rate of 3 • /s, therefore needing 2 seconds to reach the desired temperature. This was then held for 8 seconds until the Peltiers were returned to the neutral temperature. The values for the temperature change extent and the rate of change were chosen in accordance with findings from studies by Wilson et al. [23, 21, 20, 24] .
The lane change study consisted of two parts: in the first the participants were presented with the stimuli but did not change lanes; we wanted to see if stimuli presentation alone would influence lane deviation and driving behaviour. They were asked to report the recognized stimuli verbally back to the experimenter. In the audio condition, the participants were presented with either "Warm" or "Cold", uttered by a male synthesized voice. We decided on these words for the first part to not elicit a lane change from the driver, which might have been prompted by using the words "Right" and "Left". Furthermore, these words matched the thermal cues. Each participant was presented with 10 thermal and 10 audio stimuli in the corresponding condition. The lane deviation results would indicate the level of distraction posed by the two conditions. Deviation was calculated for four different time frames: 5 seconds before the stimulus presentation, 2 seconds of temperature change, 8 seconds of the constant temperature presentation and then finally the 2 second change back to the neutral temperature. These time frames would allow us to see if the different parts of the thermal stimulus had an impact on the level of distraction. The deviation before the stimulus was taken as a baseline. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the logged X-positions from zero were calculated for the time stages of each stimulus.
In the second part, participants were asked to actually turn when presented with the feedback, thus testing a more realistic driving context. The auditory cues here were "Right" and "Left". These instructions were chosen to mimic feedback already established in car navigation systems. The thermal stimuli were the same as in the first part. The time taken for the completion of the lane change and the number of correct lane changes was measured.
Participants
Fourteen right-handed participants (8 female) aged between 20 and 34 years (M=26.36, SD=4.68) and mostly students took part in this study. They all held a valid driving licence and had driving experience between 1 and 17 years (M=7.71, SD=4.92). All reported at least corrected vision and no sensory impairments of the hands. The participants reported their prior experience using a driving simulator on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much) with a M=2.00 (SD=1.29) and experience using audio navigation with M=2.93 (SD=1.63). Thermal interaction was less known, with a range from 1 to 3 and M=1.18 (SD=0.54). Each participant was offered £6 for their participation in this one-hour long study.
Procedure
After reading the information sheet and signing the consent form, participants were first given a chance to get used to the driving simulator. They could drive on the motorway until they felt comfortable. Afterwards the thermal interaction was presented and each temperature was shown to the participants. This was to ensure that the participants could feel both the temperature change as well as the return to neutral. When they felt confident about the thermal interaction, they started with the first part of the experiment, followed by the second part after a short break. The order of the conditions in both blocks was counterbalanced.
The participants filled in NASA TLX 2 questionnaires and questions about pleasantness after each condition in the second part. At the end of the experiment, each participant was also asked to rate the two conditions on a five-point Likert scale and asked to name their preference of turning direction presentation through temperature. For this they were presented with following question: "Imagine you were presented with thermal feedback on the steering wheel for navigation purposes, where the devices of one side of the wheel will be warmed, while the other side will be cooled, how would you interact: If the right side of the steering wheel was warmed, while the left side was cooled, I would turn to the: left / right" The results of this question would help design future navigation studies and give an indication about the generalizability 2 https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20000021488.pdf of the correlation between direction of temperature change and turning direction in a navigation task.
Results

Lane Deviation
The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the lane deviation ranged between 0.33 m and 0.35 m in the audio and 0.37 m and 0.42 in the thermal condition, see Figure 2 . Overall the lane deviation in the thermal condition was between 3.7 cm and 7.2 cm higher. It was not normally distributed and Wilcoxon tests showed no significance (before Z=1.475, p=0.140, temperature change Z=0.471, p=0.638, temperature maintained Z=1.654, p=0.096 and temperature change back Z=0.722, p=0.470).
Time to Complete a Lane Change
Mean time to complete a lane change was 4368.1 milliseconds (Figure 3 ). This was higher for thermal (M=5.28 s, SD=0.75) than audio (M=3.46 s, SD=0.42), with a difference of 1.82 seconds. A paired t-test found this difference significant: t(14) = 12.84, p < 0.001.
Stimulus Recognition
The recognition accuracy of the feedback cues in the first part of the study was 100% for the audio and 97.14% for the thermal condition; 4 out of 140 thermal cues were incorrectly recognised. Three of these were missed and in one case the temperature direction was identified wrongly. However, 25 additional stimuli were identified. These were mostly misinterpretations of the temperature change back to neutral; participants mistook the change back to neutral as a new stimulus, a false positive.
In the second part, the recognition error rate was 11.43% in the thermal condition (16 missed stimuli). The number of false positive stimuli went down to a total of 8. These occurred for changes back to the neutral condition both from cold (6 times) and warm (2). In the audio condition all stimuli were recognized correctly.
Qualitative Rating
The results of the NASA TLX ratings can be seen in Figure Subjective responses to the conditions were determined through four questions, rated on five-point Likert scales. Participants were asked to rate how "pleasant" and "comfortable" the feedback felt (positive aspects), and how "disruptive" and "complicated" (negative aspects). The results can be seen in Figure 5 . The positive aspects showed no significant difference (pleasantness: Z=1.742, p=0.082, median(audio)=3, median(thermal)=3; comfort: Z=0.957, p=0.339, median(audio)= 3.5, median(thermal)=3.25) for the feedback types. The negative aspects did for complexity (Z=3.075, p=0.002, median(audio)= 1, median(thermal)=3) but not disruptiveness (Z=1.444, p=0.149, median(audio)= 1.5, median(thermal)=2).
Turning Direction
When asked for their preference regarding the mapping of turning direction to temperature, 14 participants chose "right", Figure 5 . The mean ratings for pleasantness, comfort, disruption and complexity for the Lane Change Task. Significant differences are marked with an asterisk.
which corresponds to the warm side, while only 1 chose "left", the cold side.
Discussion
This study was designed to gain some general information and first impressions on thermal interaction while driving. There was no significant difference in lane deviation between the thermal and the audio condition, when the stimuli were presented but no lane change occurred. This suggests that use of thermal feedback during driving was no more distracting than audio, which does not corroborate Hypothesis 1. However, based on the trends shown in Figure 2 , Hypothesis 1 might be supported if a larger sample was tested. The comparison of the times used to complete the lane changes showed that, on average, an additional 1.82 seconds was needed to complete lane changes in the thermal condition, which supports Hypothesis 3.
However, Hypothesis 2 regarding the higher rating for pleasantness and lower rating for disruptiveness was not supported. The thermal feedback was rated as more complex and the mental demand and frustration described by the participants were higher. Audio feedback was named as being more familiar and therefore easier to utilize, which was given as a reason for rating the thermal feedback more negatively. Furthermore, an additional level of mapping was needed in the thermal condition: "warm" had to be translated to "right". Participants reported that they sometimes had difficulties distinguishing between warm and cold at first. It took them some time to be sure about the temperature direction.
Some participants had problems understanding if the temperature change back to neutral was a new stimulus or not. This suggests that a different stimulus representation with less extent of change or less distinguishable transition to the neutral temperature should be investigated. A reduction in stimulus length could also change the perception, as the skin might be less adapted to the stimulus temperature when it is returned to the neutral temperature. Most participants preferred the mapping of warmth to the turning direction. Hypothesis 4 is therefore proven and corresponds with the mapping in related work [19, 17] . The results suggest that thermal feedback can be used for applications that are not time urgent, because it needs more time to be recognized. A second experiment was prepared to investigate if a change of the stimulus design could reduce the false positives that occurred during the return to the neutral temperature, without increasing the error rate.
EXPERIMENT 2
For this experiment, the feedback contained again both temperature increases and decreases, indicating the direction of the desired lane change. However, combinations with several stimuli lengths were employed, shorter than the ones used in the first experiment. Additionally, two types of slower rates of change for the return to the neutral temperature were used, as well as two extents of temperature change. These changes were made to support the participants' ability to distinguish between the stimulus itself and the return to the neutral temperature afterwards. These changes should cause no negative effect on the recognition rate. We expected that the parameters which made the return to the neutral temperature the least noticeable would decrease the number of false positives. Furthermore, a shorter presentation time would clarify the connection of the change back to neutral to the stimulus. The hypotheses of this study therefore were:
Hypothesis 1: The slowest return to the neutral temperature will have the smallest number of false positive lane changes at the return to the neutral temperature;
Hypothesis 2: A shorter presentation time will have the smallest number of false positive lane changes at the return to the neutral temperature;
Hypothesis 3: The higher extent of temperature change will have the better recognition rate.
Design
The study employed a within-subject design with 4 independent variables: direction of temperature change (DIR), length of temperature presentation (LEN), rate of change at the return to the neutral temperature (ROC) and extent of temperature change (EXT). The neutral temperature was again set at 30 • C. The thermal device was either cooled or warmed (DIR) for 3 • C or 6 • C at 3 • C/s. The direction of the change defined the direction of the lane change as in the first experiment: cold indicated the left side, while warm represented a change towards the right lane. The temperature was presented for 0, 3 or 6 seconds (LEN) after the target temperature was reached. Two rates of change (ROC) were employed for the return back to neutral. Two rates of change (ROC) were employed for the return back to neutral including 1 • C/s and 0.5 • C/s. Because the used hardware only allowed for a rate of change of either 3 • C/s or 1 • C/s, the 0.5 • C/s change rate was simulated by increasing or decreasing the temperature at 1 • C/s for one second, followed by holding the temperature for one second. The stimuli were labelled DIR-LEN-EXT-ROC. For example, a cool temperature change of 3 • C, which was held for 6 seconds and returned to the neutral temperature at an angled rate of change of the simulated 0.5 • C/s was labelled c-6-3-a. Each combination of these variables, 24 in total, was presented 3 times to each participant, resulting in 72 stimuli for each participant. These were randomly ordered and divided into 8 blocks.
Participants
Sixteen right-handed and newly recruited participants (8 female) between 19 and 35 years (M=25.88, SD=5.06) completed this experiment. They were mostly students and held a valid driving license. Their driving experience ranged between 0 and 17 years (M=5.28, SD=5.20). They all reported at least corrected vision and no sensory impairments in the fingers. The participants rated their prior experience with a driving simulator and thermal feedback on a Likert scale (1 (none) to 5 (much)). The familiarity with a driving simulator ranged between 1 and 5 (M=3.25, SD=1.29), with thermal feedback between 1 and 4 (M=2.00, SD=1.32). The study took about one hour and each participant was paid £6.
Procedure
The participants were presented with an information sheet and asked to sign the consent form. Afterwards they were given the chance to familiarize themselves with the driving simulator by driving along the motorway until they felt comfortable. The participants were then introduced to the different temperature changes. Both temperature extends in both directions were shown and explained to the participants, showing the different stimuli types tested in the experiment. The driving task itself consisted of 8 blocks with 9 stimuli each. The participants could take breaks between the blocks, if needed. At the end of the experiment the participants filled in questionnaires, capturing demographic data.
Results
The results for both the lane changes back to neutral and recognition were calculated separately for warm and cold.
Lane Changes at Return to Neutral Temperature
The evaluation of the warm changes with a repeated measures ANOVA showed no significance for ROC (F(1,15)=0.000, p=1.000) and EXT (F=(1,15)=1.200, p=0.291). For LEN the sphericity was violated and with GreenhouseGeisser corrections showed no significant difference (F=(1.460,21.903)=2.416, p=0.125).
The cold temperature transitions were also evaluated with a repeated measures ANOVA and showed no significant differences for EXT (F(1,15) =0.345, p=0.566), ROC (F(1,15)=0.394, p=0.539) and LEN (F(2,30)=1.923, p=0.164). Figure 6 illustrates the percentages of erroneous changes for each parameter. Even though there are no statistically significant results, some trends can be seen. The LEN of 6 seconds lead to more lane changes for both warm and cold stimuli. Additionally, EXT seems to impact the changes in opposite ways: while a higher extent increases lane changes for warm temperatures, it seems to reduce it for cold temperatures. ROC only seems to have a small impact on cold stimuli, not warm. A more extensive study has to be conducted to see if these trends influence the results consistently. Figure 7 shows the false positive lane changes for each stimulus. 
Recognition
A repeated measures ANOVA was employed to evaluate the warm stimuli for recognition. Sphericity was violated for LEN and showed significant differences with GreenhouseGeisser corrections (F(1.413,21.197)=10.748, p=0.002). Post hoc tests were adjusted with Bonferroni corrections and show significant differences between the presentation lengths of 0 and 3 seconds (p=0.011) and 0 and 6 seconds (p=0.006), but not between 3 and 6 seconds (p=1.000). The recognition rate was significantly lower when the temperature returned to neutral immediately (length of 0 s) (154 of 192 correct recognitions overall) compared to the other two lengths (179 for 3 s and 175 for 6 s). EXT showed significant results as well (F(1,15)=23.134, p<0.0005), where the temperature change of 6 • C had a better recognition rate (277 out of 288) than 3 • C (231). ROC did not show significant differences (F(1,15)=2.358, p=0.145).
The only significant difference for the cold stimuli that were shown by the repeated measures ANOVA was found for EXT (F(1,15)=8.366, p= 0.011). The higher extent of 6 • C resulted in a better recognition rate (272 out of 288) than 3 • C (246). Both LEN (F(2,30)=1.344, p=0.276) and ROC (F(1,15)=1.471, p=0.244) showed no significant differences. See the recognition rates for the parameters in Figure 8 and for each individual stimulus in Figure 9 .
Time to Complete a Lane Change
The mean time it took the participants to complete a lane change can be seen in Figure 10 for each stimuli. The overall mean time for cold stimuli was 5.11 s (SD=0.45) and for warm stimuli 5.17 s (SD=0.14). The mean times were not normally distributed and a Wilcoxon test showed no significance for temperature direction on the time to complete lane change (Z=1.241, p=0.215).
Discussion
The investigation of the false positive identification of transitions back to neutral showed no statistical significant results. However, some trends could be identified, which should be monitored in future studies: the extent of temperature change might lead to a higher number of lane changes for warm temperatures, while it seems to be the opposite way around for cold temperatures, where the lesser extent seems to have elicited more changes back. In the case of cold temperature changes an additional correlation with the rate of change might exist: the slowest rate of change seems to lead to more lane changes. Therefore, both Hypothesis 1 and 2 are not supported. Additionally, both temperature changes seem to have a higher number of false positive changes for longer stimuli.
The correct recognition of stimuli was aided by a higher extent of temperature change for both directions, as predicted in Hypothesis 3. Additionally, in the case of increasing temperature, the length of stimulus representation influenced the recognition rate, but only if the temperature was not held constant at all. There was only one stimulus with 100% recognition rate: w-6-6-a. Unfortunately, the number of false positives was one of the highest for this stimulus.
These differences in how the results are affected for the two directions of temperature show that a direct mirroring of stimuli design might not work for all use cases. Additionally, the choice of stimulus features depends highly on the prioritized result: should the design aim for a high recognition rate or try to minimize false positive lane changes?
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
These two studies give first insights into the performance of thermal feedback during driving. More experiments have to be conducted to confirm these findings, as the sample size was small and limited to right-handed participants. A more realistic setting, allowing the participants to drive with two hands on the steering wheel and in a more car-like environment, might influence the results as well. Nonetheless, these experiments highlight some important features and challenges for thermal interaction during driving. The distraction level of thermal feedback did not show a significant difference compared to audio feedback. The lane change in the thermal condition took under 5.3 seconds in both studies, less than 2 seconds longer than the audio condition. Participants rated thermal feedback as less pleasant than audio feedback. This rating could be influenced by the higher familiarity with audio feedback and the additional level of mapping needed in the thermal condition. Audio navigation systems are widely used in modern cars and most participants had some experience with their use. A comparison with another less familiar feedback type, such as vibrotactile feedback, could give more insightful results. This will be investigated in future work, along the use of thermal feedback for warnings, as these could benefit from the intrinsic impression of urgency and danger associated with hot temperatures. As the identification of thermal feedback takes time, the time-urgency of these warnings has to be carefully considered and investigated. Thermal feedback could be used for notifications of a less urgent manner, where vibration would be unnecessarily attention grabbing, as for example as a notification when fuel is running low, or for foreseeable events, such as turning points in navigation scenarios. The broader investigation of different features of the thermal feedback showed that a change in design variables seems to not always influence the outcome in the same way for warm and cold temperatures: while a higher extent of warm temperature changes seems to lead to a higher number of false positive lane changes back at the return to the neutral temperature, whereas it seems to be the other way around for cold temperatures. These findings describe observed trends and were not backed up by statistical significance. Further investigations should keep these in mind, however, and monitor if these observation are consistent. Furthermore, which variables influenced the recognition rate and the changes back varied and they were not identical for warming and cooling. There was no combination that eliminated the false positive lane changes at the return to the neutral temperature completely and, furthermore, no combination achieved both a minimal number of changes back and a good recognition rate together. Therefore, the design of the thermal stimulus is highly dependent on the prioritized feature. Conveying direction with thermal interaction without additional information does not seem to be feasible. Spatial information, given by the location of the thermal feedback, could aid the situation. This feedback could be given on the steering wheel or even the seat or seatbelt. Considering the distribution of temperature adjustable seats in cars, this kind of feedback could easily be implemented. A car provides the best possible environment for thermal feedback, as it is well defined, the driver's position is well known as is the in-car temperature. Additional installation of sensors could make thermal feedback even more adjustable. At the moment most warming steering wheels cannot cool, but as thermal comfort becomes more and more important, fully temperature adjustable steering wheels will be mounted in cars, completely eliminating any concerns about unwanted variations in temperature. To keep thermal comfort for the drivers, we envision thermal feedback to be adaptable, so drivers can individually set it according to their preference.
